Career with a Difference

Hong Kong Disneyland delivers world-class service and lifetime memories for our Guests. As a Cast Member, you will be an important part of the Disney Show. Working at Hong Kong Disneyland offers you the opportunity to participate in comprehensive training and experience excellent career development opportunities. Interested in a career with a difference? Join us now!

Position

Maintenance Planning Specialist - Electrical & Mechanical

Responsibilities

- Establish and implement the strategic planning of preventive and corrective maintenance work for electrical, lighting, air conditioning, plumbing and drainage and fire services installation
- Manage the handling of daily work request and daily work orders
- Assist in coordinating and managing outsourced work and maintenance service contracts
- Analyze the maintenance record of computerized system
- Assist in maintenance budget planning and monitoring
- Assist in inventory and inhouse manpower management
- Responsible for site coordination of expansion and enhancement projects
- Conduct site inspections to monitor the quality control and progress and prepare site inspection reports
- Handle as-built drawings, material schedule, O&M manuals and other contract deliverables of projects

Requirements

- Higher Diploma in Building Services, Electrical, Mechanical Engineering or equivalent with 3 years relevant experience
- Certificate of registered electrical worker (Grade A or above)
- Basic computer skills
- Good interpersonal and communication skills
- Holder of driving license preferred
- Fluent in both English and Cantonese
- Shift duty is required
Position

Maintenance Planning Specialist - Building and Architectural

Responsibilities

- Plan, implement, manage and control the planned maintenance and corrective repair of building fabric with appropriate resources, tools and material to maintain safe optimal operations of all building for Guest and Cast Members
- Plan and maintain the asset value, the show and life expectancy of Theme Park
- Plan, monitor and control the budget of the team
- Supervise and manage Term Maintenance Contract and Contractor
- Source material, spare parts and up keep inventory level
- Supervise and manage the Technicians and Senior Technicians of Building and Architectural Team
- Site coordination of expansion and enhancement projects
- Conduct site inspections to monitor the quality control and progress and prepare site inspection reports
- Handle as-built drawings, material schedule, O&M manuals and other contract deliverables of projects

Requirements

- Higher Diploma in Building, Construction or equivalent with 3 years relevant experience
- Knowledge in building construction technology and building services
- Familiar with computer usage and AutoCAD
- Good interpersonal and problem solving skills
- Holder of driving license preferred
- Fluent in both English and Cantonese
- Shift duty is required
Position

Senior Mechanical Engineer

Responsibilities

- Work with Attraction Engineering Services and Park Operations teams to provide technical direction and oversight on the mechanical engineering systems on all rides, show and entertainment on day to day basis
- Design and implement engineering solutions in response to client's requests
- Provide 24/7 engineering support
- Drive the engineering process including material review, drawing review, method statements for mechanical enhancement / modification / repair issues
- Direct the efforts of teams of engineers and technician of different disciplines
- Provide engineering support to Attraction projects in form of design review, implementation, testing and adjustment, etc.
- Interface with external parties including Government Authority Bodies (EMSD), Global Disney counterparts, vendors and outside clients
- Provide professional engineering advice to legal and guest claims

Requirements

- Degree in Mechanical Engineering, Chartered Engineer or RPE preferred
- 6 years relevant experience, experience in attraction engineering design preferred
- Proficiency in AutoCAD, 3D and analytical modeling literate
- Strong knowledge in mechanical and structural engineering design in heavy machinery and solid practical experience in multi-engineering discipline project
- Strong interpersonal and organization skills
- Able to consider in corporate perspective
- Good verbal and written communication skills
Position

Service Engineer/Manager - Attractions Maintenance

Responsibilities

- Interface with project team to provide technical oversight during the installation, commissioning and operation of new attractions (amusement rides, animated show items, special effects, AV & lighting, etc.)
- Participate in the inspections before turnover of new attractions; record any outstanding items and follow-up with the project team to ensure the operational and maintenance requirements are achieved
- Prepare for maintenance readiness of the new attractions, including workshop setup, maintenance procedures development, computerized maintenance system setup, technician recruitment and training, etc.
- Lead a team of technicians and be responsible for a wide range of attractions maintenance activities after attractions open, including preventive maintenance, fault handling, reliability analysis, maintenance practice review, etc.

Requirements

- Higher Diploma in Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics Engineering or equivalent
- At least 4 years maintenance experience at a supervisory or management level or project management experience in safety/service critical system
- Knowledge of general engineering practices
- Experience in attractions maintenance or multi-discipline engineering projects is an advantage
- Strong communication, problem analysis and resolution skills

We offer an exceptional benefits package and the opportunity to work in a challenging and stimulating environment. For further details and to submit an application, please visit our company website: www.hongkongdisneyland.com/careers